NOTIFICATION

Subject: Exemption for all the parameters of 5G NR interfaces pertaining to ER on Router (TEC37682308) under MTCTE-reg.

Approval of the Competent Authority is hereby conveyed for the generic Exemption from submission of test reports for all the parameters of 5G NR interfaces namely i) 5G NR (FR1), ii) 5G NR- FR1 and FR2 interworking with other Radios, & iii) 5G NR (FR2) pertaining to Essential Requirement (ER) on Router (TEC37682308) till 31.12.2023.

2. This letter may be uploaded against the all the parameters of aforementioned 5G NR interfaces of Router, on the MTCTE portal while submitting the MTCTE application.

(Avadhesh Singh)
Director (TC-I)
E-mail: dirta.tec@gov.in

Copy (through email) to:
1. Advisor, TEC- for kind information pl
2. Sr.DDG, TEC- for kind information pl
3. AD(IT)/AD(TC), TEC- for uploading on TEC/MTCTE website
4. Office copy.